A fundamental endeavor in exoplanetary research is to characterize the bulk compositions of planets via measurements of their masses and radii. With future sample sizes of hundreds of planets to come from TESS and PLATO, we develop a statistical method that can flexibly yet robustly characterize these compositions empirically, via the exoplanet M-R relation. Although the M-R relation has been explored in many prior works, they mostly use a power-law model, with assumptions that are not flexible enough to capture important features in current and future M-R diagrams. To address these shortcomings, a nonparametric approach is developed using a sequence of Bernstein polynomials. We demonstrate the benefit of taking the nonparametric approach by benchmarking our findings with previous work and showing that a power-law can only reasonably describe the M-R relation of the smallest planets and that the intrinsic scatter can change non-monotonically with different values of a radius. We then apply this method to a larger dataset, consisting of all the Kepler observations in the NASA Exoplanet Archive. Our nonparametric approach provides a tool to estimate the M-R relation by incorporating heteroskedastic measurement errors into the model. As more observations will be obtained in the near future, this approach can be used with the provided R code to analyze a larger dataset for a better understanding of the M-R relation.
INTRODUCTION
An exoplanet's mass and radius can constrain its bulk composition when models of planetary internal structures are fit to these observed properties (e.g. Valencia et al. 2007; Seager et al. 2007; Fortney et al. 2007a; Rogers et al. 2011; Lopez & Fortney 2014) . Measuring many planets' masses and radii can therefore illuminate: 1) the range of exoplanet compositions produced by planet formation and evolution processes; and 2) how these compositions trend with planet and stellar properties of interest, such as planet mass, orbital period, host star mass, and host star metallicity. The existence and nature of these trends, along with the amount of astrophysical scatter around them, provides observational constraints on planet formation theory (e.g. Ida & Lin 2010; Dawson et al. 2015; Lopez & Rice 2016; Owen & Wu 2017) .
The population distributions of these mass and rabo.ning@yale.edu; akw5014@psu.edu; sujit.ghosh@ncsu.edu dius measurements therefore contain valuable information about the range of planetary compositions. To obtain the population distributions is particularly necessary for the thousands of super-Earth-and sub-Neptunesized planets discovered by the Kepler mission (Coughlin et al. 2016) , as this population is not represented in our own Solar System. Initially population studies of small, low-mass planets focused on the marginal mass (Howard et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2011) or marginal radius (Youdin 2011; Howard et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013; Petigura et al. 2013; Dressing & Charbonneau 2013) distributions; this was driven in part by the difficulty in obtaining a sample of planets which both transited their host stars and were suitable to precision radial velocity (RV) follow-up. This changed once the Kepler follow-up program published mass estimates for their chosen subset of Kepler candidates . Recent analysis of Kepler planets' transit timing variations have also produced robust mass determinations for dozens of multiple-planet systems (Jontof-Hutter et al. 2016; MacDonald et al. 2016; Mills et al. 2016; Hadden & Lithwick 2017) . HowarXiv:1811.02324v1 [astro-ph.EP] 6 Nov 2018 ever, mass measurements for the majority of individual Kepler planet candidates are still unavailable. As a result, the mass-radius (M-R) relations estimated based on the existing mass and radius measurements provides a useful tool for astronomers to predict masses based on observed radii for those planets which only have radius measurements.
Previous work on mass-radius relations
There have been several M-R relations proposed in the exoplanet literature; all of them assume that exoplanet masses and radii follow a power-law:
• Lissauer et al. (2011) fit a relation to Earth and Saturn and obtained M = R 2.06 , where M and R are in Earth units.
• Wu & Lithwick (2013) calculated the masses of 22 planet pairs based on the amplitudes of their sinusoidal transit timing variations (TTVs) and found that M = 3R.
• Weiss & Marcy (2014) used the 42 planets chosen by the Kepler team to be followed up with radial velocity measurements and found the power law is M = 2.69R 0.93 for planets with 1.5 < R < 4 R ⊕ .
• Hadden & Lithwick (2014) revisited the M-R relation for 56 low-eccentricity TTV planets and fit M = 14.9(R/3R ⊕ ) 0.65 to them.
• Wolfgang et al. (2016) (hereafter denoted as WRF16) selected planets with radii < 8 R ⊕ from the NASA Exoplanet Archive (up to the date 1/30/2015) and found two different power-law relations: M = 2.7R 1.3 for < 4 R ⊕ planets and M = 1.6R
1.8 for < 8R ⊕ planets. Unlike the earlier results, which used basic least squares regression, WRF16 built a hierarchical Bayesian model that incorporated observational measurement uncertainty, the intrinsic, astrophysical scatter of planet masses, and non-detections and upper limits.
• Mills & Mazeh (2017) fit power laws to various subsets of exoplanet masses and radii, testing for differences between RV and TTV M-R relations in two different period bins.
• Chen & Kipping (2017) built on the hierarchical Bayesian model from WRF16 to fit a continuous broken power-law model across a much larger range of masses and radii. They found that a foursegment M-R relation best described their data, with Terran, Neptunian, Jovian, and Stellar regions. They fit a different power-law and intrinsic scatter to each segment.
Moving to a nonparametric approach
The power-law model is simple to fit to exoplanet masses and radii and its parameters are easy to interpret. However, there are several reasons to move beyond it. First, we already know that a single power-law relation will not be able to describe the M-R relation for the entire population, as degeneracy pressure causes the radius-mass relation to flatten out around a Jupiter mass. Chen & Kipping (2017) addressed this by assuming a broken power-law with multiple segments. As soon as one expands the space of models beyond those with a handful of parameters, it is useful to consider more flexible nonparametric models as well 1 . Indeed, there is no particular reason to believe that exoplanet masses and radii should follow power-laws as a population, since the processes that dominate planet formation for small rocky planets are different than those that dominate the formation of gas giants. Furthermore, we do not expect the distribution of masses at a given radius to be Gaussian, as was assumed by WRF16 and Chen & Kipping (2017) , or even symmetric. There is already evidence from the hierarchical modeling checking performed by WRF16 that a Gaussian distribution does not completely reproduce the observed exoplanet masses and radii.
Moving forward, we adopt a nonparametric approach that allows us to relax these assumptions. There are many benefits of using nonparametric models, including:
1. They can take on variety of shapes to fit the data, which can be advantageous for making predictions that are less model-dependent. Therefore, there is no need to impose abrupt breaks for modeling M-R relations across a wide range of sizes.
2. They can model the joint distribution of mass and radius, and thus provide a self-consistent way to predict both mass from radius and radius from mass over the entire exoplanet mass and radius range.
3. Eventually we want to understand masses and radii as a function of many other star and planet properties like stellar mass, metallicity, orbital period, planet multiplicity, even eccentricity. We do not have clear guidance from theory about the functional form of the dependence in these addi-1 We note that "nonparametric" is a bit of a misnomer: nonparametric models still do have parameters. In our case, these parameters are the degree d and the weights w kl in Eqn 7. What makes nonparametric models different than parametric ones is that the dimension of the parameters (in this case d) is allowed to vary with sample size, which allows for much greater flexibility to adapt to complex shapes.
tional dimensions, and so we should not expect the mass-radius-X distribution to follow a power law.
THE MODEL
There are at least two ways to model the exoplanet mass-radius relation. The first is to approach it as a regression problem. When one performs regression, such as using ordinary least squares (OLS) to fit a line to data, the goal is to illuminate the relationship between an independent variable and another quantity that depends on it-the dependent variable. For exoplanets, we are indeed concerned with how mass and radius are related, as it illuminates how planet compositions change as a function of the planet's size or mass. However, it is not so clear which is the independent variable and which is the dependent variable. From a theoretical point of view, mass is the more fundamental property and so should be the independent variable 2 . On the other hand, the small fraction of Kepler planets that only have mass measurements creates a practical need to convert Kepler radii to masses (or in other words, to predict masses from radii), which requires radius to be the independent variable.
Moreover, there are non-negligible measurement uncertainties associated with both mass and radius. OLS regression, which ignores the uncertainties on the independent variable, will consistently underestimate the slope of the regression line when there are uncertainties in both variables (see Isobe et al. 1990 ). This occurs because OLS only minimizes the distance between the points and the line in the vertical direction, which overcorrects for the additional vertical distance introduced by uncertainties in the dependent variable (for lines with slope = 0, the horizontal scatter produced by uncertainties in the dependent variable will also produce some additional vertical scatter around the line). As a result, the OLS line which fits mass to radius will not be the inverse of the line which fits radius to mass. This is a problem if our goal is to estimate the underlying fundamental relationship between radius and mass.
As our goal in this paper is to provide mass predictions from measured radii as well as radius predictions from mass, we decide to approach the problem differently. WRF16 already showed that a simple regression line, i.e. a one-to-one function which deterministically maps radius to mass, is an insufficient description of the existing data: there exists an intrinsic, astrophysical scatter in the mass-radius relation. Therefore, we also want this approach to allow for a distribution of masses at any one radius. We can express this distribution as g(m|r), the conditional probability distribution of mass given radius, i.e. a function describing the probability of a planet having a certain mass when its radius takes a specific value 3 . Through the definition of conditional probability, every conditional probability distribution can be expressed as a ratio of the joint probability distribution g(m, r) to the marginal probability distribution of the variable on which the conditioning occurs (g(r)):
Likewise,
Therefore, to get both conditional distributions we need only to model the joint distribution: the probability of a planet having a certain mass and a certain radius. It is this joint distribution that we define in §2.1 and fit to our data in §2.2. For the rest of the paper, we will use g(m, r) to discuss general properties of joint mass, radius distributions. We will use f (m, r) to refer to our specific formulation of the joint mass, radius distribution as given by Eqn 7.
The Bernstein polynomials model
Our nonparametric model for the joint probability distribution of mass and radius is a bivariate distribution that consists of a tensor product of sequence of locationscaled and transformed beta densities which can also be viewed as Bernstein polynomials. Each marginal distribution can be expressed as a linear combination of Bernstein polynomials (BPs), leading to mixture of beta densities. When normalized, BPs have the same functional form as beta distributions (see Eqn 3). For a visual representation of Bernstein Polynomials, see Figure A1, where we plot BPs as a function of their degree (denoted by k or l in Eqn 7).
The properties of BPs and a discussion of their advantages over other choices for basis functions are described in Appendix A. In addition, we note that we do not use Gaussian process regression, which is a popular nonparametric prediction method in exoplanet science, for a number of reasons. First, a joint density estimation approach is more appropriate for our purposes than a regression approach, as argued above. Second, the marginal distribution of the M-R is not in general normally distributed, as we demonstrate in Section 5. Third, fitting a mixture of Gaussians to describe the joint density would involve three free parameters per component (mixture weight, mean, and variance) rather than the one free parameter per component that we use here (the mixture weight). Fourth, a mixture of Gaussians produces an identifiability problem, wherein different components can be interchangeable, that is not present in the Bernstein polynomial model due to the ordered nature of the different terms (see Eqn 7 and the figures in Appendix A for how the Bernstein polynomial terms, i.e. the different β k for a given d, are distinguishable from each other).
Before introducing our model, we first define some mathematical notations that will be used throughout the paper. Let M obs i and R obs i be the reported mass and radius measurements for i-th planet in our dataset, and σ obs Mi and σ obs Ri be the reported standard deviations for their measurement errors. We denote M i and R i as the true mass and radius for i-th planet that would have been observed if there were no measurement errors. We denote their joint distribution as f (m, r), and the M-R relation as the conditional distribution f (m|r). We let M obs stand for a vector containing the observations (M stand for the set of their respective observations. We let N (µ, σ) stand for a normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ, and denote the probability density of a Beta distribution with shape parameters i and d − i + 1 by
where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, and d > 0 is an integer that relates to the degree of a Bernstein polynomial. Our hierarchical model can be written as follows:
where the symbol ind ∼ stands for "independently distributed as", and the symbol iid ∼ stands for "identically and independently distributed as". Let w = (w 11 , . . . , w dd ) be a set of weights which describe how much each corresponding term in the following series contribute to the overall joint distribution f (m, r):
(7) To ensure that Eqn 7 remains a probability distribution, i.e. that it integrates to 1, we impose the constraint Mi /n). The bounds could also be set as the minimum and maximum mass and radius theoretically expected for an exoplanet. For regions with no observations, the BP model reverts to the overall mean of the whole function; this happens when the values of M , M , R and R are chosen to be far away from the nearest observations (see discussion in §B.1).
Note that Eqns 4-6 form a multi-level model, in that the measurement process is modeled as a separate random process from the underlying true distribution of exoplanet masses and radii. It therefore has a similar hierarchical structure as the hierarchical Bayesian models defined in WRF16 and Chen & Kipping (2017) .
Model inference
Although the model may look complex at the first glance, the inference is relatively straightforward. There are only two types of unknown parameters in the model, the weights w and the degrees d and d . Once d and d are determined using the method we will describe below, the two parameters i and d − i + 1 in each beta distribution (see Eqn 3) are also determined. This is advantageous compared to other mixture models; for example, a mixture of Gaussians would require that each mean and standard deviation of component distribution be estimated by the data. Moreover, it avoids the common identifiability issues created by label switching within the mixture of Gaussians. Another advantage of our mixture of beta distributions is that parameter space (which is a simplex) is a bounded convex set, which helps to guarantee the existence of the optimally estimated parameters. Here we take a maximum likelihood approach to estimate the parameters by explicitly deriving the likelihood using one-dimensional numerical integration.
The likelihood function of the model 4-6 can be written as,
The two integral terms are essentially two constants and can be calculated numerically by using integrate function in R or by any other Gaussian quadrature method available for one-dimensional numerical integration. Therefore, we denote
and c i = (c 11,i , . . . , c dd ,i ) to simplify the expression. Then for given values d and d , we find an estimator of w which maximizes the log-likelihood,
The above problem is a convex optimization problem which can be readily solved using any standard numerical optimization methods. For our applications, we have used the R package Rsolnp to solve the above optimization problem. Now we discuss how we choose d and d , which act as tuning parameters relative to the smoothness of the underlying density function. We first choose a set of candidate values for d and d , such as 2, 3, . . . , n/ log(n), where n is the sample size (i.e. number of exoplanets). We use 10-fold cross validation to choose the optimal value of degrees d and d from those candidate values. To conduct the 10-fold cross validation, we separate the dataset randomly into 10 disjoint subsets with equal sizes. Then we leave out the s-th subset, denoted by D s (s = 1, . . . , 10) and use the remaining 9 subsets of data to estimate the parameters. Doing this for each D s in turn results in 10 estimated sets of weights,ŵ (s) based all observations i / ∈ D s . We plug in eachŵ (s) along with the corresponding data that was used to estimate each set of weights to obtain an estimated value for the log-likelihood. Mathematically, we are calculating the following quantity,
for different possible values of d and d . The optimum degrees for the BP model are then the d and d which give the largest value of − log L pred . Besides using the cross-validation method, other popular methods such as AIC (Akaike information criterion) and BIC (Bayesian information criterion) are also possible when data samples are abundant. When the sample size is relatively small, both methods will under-select the degrees, as in the example provided in Turnbull & Ghosh (2014) . This is the reason why we choose to use the 10-fold cross validation method.
The model may require d and d to be large, and thus the number of weights which need to be estimated is also large. In such a situation, one may be concerned whether we have enough data to estimate the weights. Fortunately, a majority of the estimated weights turns out to be numerically zero, due to the fact that parameter space is a simplex and therefore convex. This drastically reduces the number of effective parameters in our model. For example, mass predictions computed using the largest 25 weights of the fit performed in §5 are indistinguishable from predictions produced using the full set of weights, to the 3rd or 4th decimal in log(M ).
Once we obtainedd,d andŵ, the estimated values of d, d and w, the M-R relation can be derived following Eqn 1:
where
From Eqn 10, mean, variance and prediction intervals can be obtained analytically.
As noted in §2.1, we could also estimate our nonparametric model from a Bayesian framework by assigning priors to the parameters w, d and d . For example we can assign a Dirichlet prior to the weights as follows: Petrone 1999a,b) . However, initial investigations into this approach indicated that the MCMC algorithm would take a much longer time to run. As a result, we employ a maximum likelihood method rather than a Bayesian method in this paper.
DATA
We apply the Bernstein polynomial model to obtain the M-R relations from two datasets. The first dataset is taken from WRF16 to enable a direct comparison between their parametric mass-radius relation and our nonparametric one (this comparison is illustrated in Figure 1) . Specifically, we use their extended radial velocity dataset, denoted in WRF16 as "RV only, < 8R ⊕ " and which consists of all planets in their Table 2 except those labeled "c". In this work we also exclude the planets whose mass measurements are only upper limits, as the R package we use to find the maximum likelihood estimates of the weights w does not allow censored data. The results from this benchmark dataset (N = 60) are presented in §4.
The second dataset consists of all planets with an assigned Kepler name, whose mass measurements originated from either radial velocities (RV) or from N-body dynamical fits to transit timing variations (TTVs). We note that TTV planets could have astrophysically different densities; however, we see that the inclusion of high-quality TTV masses in the current manuscript as a reasonable decision, both because prior work has made the same decision (Weiss & Marcy 2014 and WRF16) and because a dataset that contains both TTV and RV masses better represents the full range of densities that an M-R relation would need to reproduce. We obtained this information from the NASA Exoplanet Archive (Akeson et al. 2013 ) on June 5, 2017; for this dataset we also excluded planets with only upper limits reported on their masses. With these restrictions, our Kepler -only dataset consists of 127 planets with robust mass measurements; the results from this science dataset are presented in §5.
Discussion of selection effects
We choose to restrict our science dataset (results presented in §5) to Kepler planets in an effort to minimize the influence of survey selection effects. Selection effects manifest in two ways for the mass-radius relation:
1. The probability of detecting a planet is a nonconstant function of either their mass (for RV detection) or radius (for transit detection), with smaller or less massive planets being more difficult to detect.
2. The probability that a known planet has its radius (for RV detections) or its mass (for transit detections) measured by follow-up observations is a complicated, often unpublished function of the planet's discovery mass/radius, the predicted radius/mass, and the host star's brightness, spectral type, activity indicators, sky position, etc.
These two selection effects impact the inferred massradius relation in different ways. The first affects the relative amount of data at large vs. small radii (or at high vs. low mass). Correcting for this effect becomes important when one's scientific goal is a joint mass, radius probability distribution g(m, r) that reflects the underlying, true distribution of exoplanet masses and radii. For example, if one tried to use the data from the Exoplanet Archive as-is with no correction for detection completeness, they would incorrectly conclude that ∼ 1.1R Jupiter and ∼ 1M Jupiter is the most probable mass and radius for an exoplanet, as more Jupiter-sized planets have had their masses measured than smaller planets. We already know that this potential conclusion to be incorrect: the numerous occurrence rate studies which use Kepler data to correct for variable detection efficiency across the full range of planet radii (e.g. most recently Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014; Fulton et al. 2017; Hsu et al. 2018) have shown that smaller planets are much more prevalent than Jupiter-sized ones. Therefore, if one wishes to understand the probability of an exoplanet existing with a specific mass and radius (i.e. characterize g(m, r)), they must account for the different surveys' detection completeness.
Fortunately, this is not the goal of this work. We are scientifically interested in g(m|r), the conditional distribution which gives us the M-R relation. In going from g(m, r) to g(m|r), we marginalize over r, which divides out the completeness correction in that dimension. With this correction disappearing from the equation for g(m|r), we can safely ignore the effect of the selection bias due to detectability of different radii planet. (see Eqn 1). This leaves only the second concern for our mass predictions: how transiting planets are selected for RV follow-up.
To address this concern, one needs to know how planets were chosen for follow-up. To date, no RV follow-up group has published their selection function in a quantitative way that would allow us to incorporate it into an analysis like this. Furthermore, given that the target list often evolves as RV data are acquired, this selection function is probably intractable to calculate for the current dataset. Progress is being made toward this end by designing RV follow-up campaigns that have definable selection functions (i.e., Burt et al. 2018 and Montet 2018) , but for the current dataset this remains practically out of reach. No other papers on the M-R relation has incorporated corrections for completeness or selection effects into their analysis. We follow this precedent, acknowledging that is a clear area for future work, and choose to focus instead on the novel development of a nonparametric analysis. As we look to apply our nonparametric method to a wider range of exoplanet masses and radii than considered by WRF16, it is nonetheless prudent to benchmark our results to their results.
The parametric power-law M-R relation obtained by WRF16 is plotted in Figure 1 . Quantitatively, it is m|r ∼ N (1.6r
1.8 , 2.9) for < 8R ⊕ , which assumes that the M-R relation follows a normal distribution.
In Figure 1 , we also plot the mean and 68% prediction intervals of M-R relation estimated using the proposed nonparametric method (the grey region). Based on the 10-fold cross-validation method, the values ford andd are chosen to be 50 and 20, respectively. Physically motivated boundaries for any M-R relations are denoted by the red lines. Those boundaries are calculated based on the constraint that 0 < M i ≤ M i,pureFe , i = 1, . . . , n, where M i,pureFe is calculated using Fortney et al. (2007a,b) 's rock-iron internal structure models,
with a = 0.0975, b = 0.4938, and c = 0.7932. Here we shall digress from the discussion to introduce three different uncertainty regions which we will mention in the article: Bayesian credible intervals, prediction intervals and bootstrap confidence intervals. The Bayesian credible intervals are obtained using a Bayesian method. WRF16 obtains their Bayesian credible intervals from sample draws of the posterior distributions. For the nonparametric model used in this article, the uncertainty regions are called the prediction intervals because they are obtained from the prediction distribution of either radius given mass or mass given radius. To be more explicit, the prediction intervals are obtained from the distribution f (m|r,ŵ,d,d ), whereŵ is the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of w. The prediction intervals do not account for variations on parameterŝ w,d andd themselves. To account for the variation of the parameters in the model, we use the bootstrap method. The bootstrap method is conducted by resampling (with replacement) the observations N times (here, we take N = 100). For each resampling, we obtaind,d andŵ. Then the bootstrap confidence intervals are obtained by plugging in N sets of these estimated values into the M-R relation function one-by-one and identifying the 16% and 84% quantiles of the mean relation over those N realizations. Note that the Bayesian credible intervals, the prediction intervals and the bootstrap confidence intervals not only have different interpretations, but also are derived from different models-the Bayesian credible intervals are obtained from WRF16's Bayesian hierarchical power-law model, the other two intervals are obtained from our nonparametric model. Due to these differences, we will not compare those intervals. Instead, we focus on comparing the mean M-R relations from each method. Now, let's go back to the discussion on Figure 1 . At the first glimpse, a distinct feature of this plot from the nonparametric M-R relation is that the uncertainty region is quite large for R > 5R ⊕ compared to the region obtained from the parametric M-R relation. This is because there are only a few observations in that region, and the measurement error for each observation is relatively large. One may worry that the estimated mean M-R relation may be misleading in this context. However, we view this as a strength of using the nonparametric model for at least two reasons: first, there is no concrete theory to support that the population-level relationship between mass and radius follows a power-law, and so the parametric M-R relation may be too optimistic with its precision in regions with little data. Second, from Figure 2, the constant variance assumed by the power-law model, even in the > 5R ⊕ regime, may not reasonable. The variance estimated using our nonparametric model behaves more as expected: the variance is smaller in the < 5R ⊕ region where the observations are abundant, and it becomes larger in the > 5R ⊕ region.
In Figure 2 , we also plot the uncertainty regions for the estimated intrinsic scatter from the two models, i.e. the 16% and 84% Bayesian credible intervals using the parametric model, and 16% and 84% bootstrap confidence intervals using the nonparametric model. Again, we would like to point out that the intrinsic scatter estimated by the nonparametric model is clearly not a constant. In fact, WRF16 also believed that the intrinsic scatter may change as planets increase the size. However, they only modeled the intrinsic scatter as a linear function of radius, and this model was not flexible enough to capture the true behavior: they found that the posterior distribution of the slope of that linear function included zero, and thus concluded that the intrinsic scatter was a constant with radius.
The normal assumption in the parametric model is also disfavored by observations. From Figure 1 , the prediction intervals obtained from the nonparametric model suggests that the conditional distribution of mass given radius is not always normally distributed as there are regions where those intervals are not symmetric around the mean. When WRF16 checked the normal assumption after fitting their model, they also found evidence that this assumption does not hold. In this section, we repeat our nonparametric M-R relation analysis using all robustly measured Kepler observations provided in the NASA Exoplanet Archive, as described in §3. Since we consider a larger range of planet masses and radii, we will display the M-R relation in log scale and perform our analysis on log m and log r, rather than m and r. Note that the M-R relation in the original scale of masses and radii can be obtained by applying the Jacobian method to the joint distribution of log m and log r.
THE JOINT EXOPLANET MASS-RADIUS DISTRIBUTION
Similar to Eqns 4-7, the joint distribution for log m and log r is,
Inferring the parameters w, d, d for this model is similar the inference performed for the previous model.
M-R relation of the full Kepler dataset
The M-R relation is the conditional distribution of logscaled mass given log-scaled radius, derived from Eqn 1: r 11R⊕ and 11R⊕. The dark blue curve is the mean M-R relation and the darker shaded area is the uncertainty region between the 16% and 84% predictive intervals. The light blue band is the the uncertainty region between the bootstrap 16% and 84% confidence intervals and shows large uncertainty in the region where data is absent (radius < 1 R⊕). Data points are displayed in the background with their measurement errors.
with f (log m, log r|w, d, d ) is in (11) and
We use 10-fold cross-validation (see §2.2) to select d (corresponding to mass) and d (corresponding to radius), and find thatd = 55 andd = 50. After we obtaind andd , we then plug in their values to estimate w using the MLE method. Because the values ofd and d may change under different realizations of the random number generator, we repeat the 10-fold cross-validation method five times to assess its stability, each time using a different random seed. We found that four out of five times, the cross-validation gives the same choices for d and d with the dissenting realization suggesting a slightly larger number ford. Thus we decide to usê d = 55 andd = 50 to estimate the M-R relation. After we obtaind,d andŵ, we derive the prediction distribution of the M-R relation and employ the bootstrap method described in §4 to obtain the bootstrap confidence intervals for the mean.
We plot the mean along with the prediction intervals and the bootstrap confidence intervals in Figure  3 . In the plot, the gray region represents the 16% and 84% prediction intervals and the blue region represents the 16% and 84% bootstrap confidence intervals for the mean. The black line represents the estimated M-R relation. From the plot, we see that the M-R relation below 0.8R ⊕ is unexpectedly similar to a step function. This is because there is only one isolated data point in that region, which the model tries to connect with the nearby points via smooth polynomials. Fortunately, we see that the bootstrap confidence intervals in this region are very wide, indicating that the M-R relation is not well understood in this region, and that more data is needed.
The M-R relations can be roughly split into three parts: 0.8R ⊕ ≤ r 5R ⊕ , 5R ⊕ r 11R ⊕ and 11R ⊕ . In the region between 0.8R ⊕ and 5R ⊕ , the bootstrap confidence intervals narrow as data points become abundant for larger radii, which suggests the M-R relation is more accurate. The almost linear relation suggests that the power-law relation may not be a misleading assumption in this radius regime. Transitioning from the 5R ⊕ region to the 11R ⊕ region, the number of observations decreases and we observe both the predic- Figure 4 . The intrinsic scatter of the M-R relation, in log scale (left) and linear mass scale (right). Mathematically, the intrinsic scatter is the estimated standard deviation of f (log m| log r). We note the behavior of the intrinsic scatter in the three regions visually identified in Fig 3: for 0.8R⊕ ≤ r 5R⊕ the intrinsic scatter is increasing; for 5R⊕ r 11R⊕ it starts to decline; and for 11R⊕ it is nonlinear. In the figure, the dark blue curve is the estimated standard deviation of the M-R relation and the shaded area is the uncertainty region between the 16% and 84% bootstrap confidence intervals.
tion intervals and bootstrap confidence intervals become slightly wider. In the region > 11R ⊕ the M-R relation is more flat or even decreases as radius becomes larger. These findings are consistent with well-known features of the M-R relation (see discussion in §6.1). Figure 4 shows how the intrinsic scatter changes as a function of radius; because the intrinsic scatter is defined as the standard deviation of f (log m| log r) (see Eqn 12), the intrinsic scatter is technically in units of log m. We plot this on the left and original scale on the right for a more intuitive comparison. Starting at the smallest radii, we see that the bootstrap confidence intervals are quite wide. This reflects the fact that there is only one data point below ∼ 0.8R ⊕ , and so the intrinsic scatter is quite uncertain in this regime. In the region between 0.8R ⊕ and 5R ⊕ , the intrinsic scatter is an increasing function with radius. The increasing pattern becomes more obvious in the right plot. This finding is consistent with the result shown in Figure 2 , even though two results are based on different datasets. With more data points to constrain this region, we see that the size of the intrinsic scatter in Figure 4 is smaller than it in Figure 2 . In the > 5R ⊕ region, the intrinsic scatter behaves nonlinearly. It decreases first then increases at radii dominated by inflated Jupiters. As discussed in §6.1, the M-R relation is difficult to interpret in the Jupiter regime because degeneracy pressure creates a vertical line in this space that is not well captured by the conditional. See the R-M relation in Fig 6 for a clearer picture of the model's behavior in the Jupiter regime.
Mass predictions for given radii
In Figure 5 , we plot five conditional densities for mass given radius at different radius values: 1R ⊕ , 3R ⊕ , 5R ⊕ , 10R ⊕ , and 15R ⊕ . These curves represent the mass predictions for planets at those radii, i.e. the probability of a planet of that size having a certain mass. The shaded regions represent the uncertainty in that distribution and correspond to the 68% bootstrap confidence regions. While these distributions look roughly Gaussian in log scale, when transformed to a linear scale all the densities are skewed to the right. The two densities within the region > 5R ⊕ are more skewed than the rest. Thus no matter the the size of the planets, the intrinsic scatter is definitely not Gaussian in linear scale, as was assumed by WRF16. The lognormal intrinsic scatter assumed by Chen & Kipping (2017) is more appropriate for mass given radius, although it fails to capture the low-mass tail corresponding to super-puffy planets at 7 − 10 R ⊕ and < 30 M ⊕ .
The radius-mass (R-M) relation
As we are modeling the joint distribution of mass and radius (in log scale), the radius-mass relation (R-M relation) can also be derived easily. From Eqn 2, the conditional distribution for log r given log m is
with f (log m, log r|w, d, d ) in (11) and
After we plug ind,d andŵ, we plot this relation along with the prediction intervals and bootstrap confidence Mass (M Earth ) Figure 5 . The conditional distributions for mass given radius, i.e. the mass predictions that our model produces for planets at 1R⊕, 3R⊕, 5R⊕, 10R⊕, and 15R⊕. In the plotted log scale, these predictive mass distributions are roughly Gaussian, but in linear scale are skewed to the right. The larger radius is, the more skewed the distribution. For each curve, the shaded region corresponds to the uncertainty in the distribution, i.e. the 16% and 84% bootstrap confidence intervals. intervals in Figure 6 . Note that the R-M relation is not a simple flip of the M-R relation around the 1:1 line; this is due to the fact that the M-R relation is actually a distribution that is asymmetric around a mean relation that is not a straight line. The R-M relation is highly uncertain for < 0.8M ⊕ due to the single isolated data point in that region; this is reflected in the wide bootstrap confidence intervals. The bootstrap confidence intervals narrow as mass increases, reflecting higher certainty in the mean relation given the data. This mean R-M relation is an increasing function up to 100 M ⊕ ; above that the R-M relation becomes flatter due to degeneracy pressure.
We also plot the 68% bootstrap confidence intervals for each of the conditional distributions for 1, 10, 50, 100 and 500 M ⊕ . Almost all the densities are skewed to the right, especially when the displayed log scale is transformed to linear scale. In the 0.8M ⊕ ≤ m ≤ 10 2 M ⊕ region, the three densities look quite different, indicating rapid change in the radius distribution from 1 to 50 M ⊕ .
Predicting K2 planets
In this section, we apply the estimated M-R relation to predict masses of K2 planets given their radius. The Radius (R Earth ) Figure 6 . The nonparametric estimation of the R-M relation; note that this is not simply the inverse of the M-R relation. The dark blue line is the mean R-M relation and the gray area is the 16% and 84% prediction intervals. The light blue area is the uncertainty region between 16% and 84% bootstrap confidence intervals.
K2 planets data are obtained from the NASA Exoplanet Archive on June 5, 2017. In Figure 8 , we first plot the prediction intervals from the M-R relation for all radii, then plot the K2 planets on top of the band. We see The conditional distributions for radii given masses at 1, 10, 50, 100, 500 M⊕. As in Figure 5 , the shaded region corresponds to the uncertainty in the predictive distributions, i.e. the 16% and 84% bootstrap confidence intervals. These predictive distributions are more skewed than those for mass given radius. Predicting K2 planets Figure 8 . The masses of K2 planets with radii < 10R⊕ are biased. The shaded area is the same as that shown in Figure  3 ; it is the uncertainty region between 16% and 84% prediction intervals of the M-R relation estimated using Kepler data. K2 planets' masses and radii are plotted in red with their measurement errors.
that for many of the planets with R < 10R ⊕ , the prediction intervals do not cover their masses. However, for planets with R > 10R ⊕ , the prediction intervals do span the masses for all the planets. This suggests that there is a significant bias for K2 planets. One explanation for this is that the most massive planets reach a high mass detection significance threshold first, and so are published first. Burt et al. (2018) discusses this bias and its implication for population mass-radius analyses in detail.
IMPLICATIONS FOR EXOPLANET COMPOSITIONS
The nonparametric M-R relation that we have fit to the full Kepler dataset yields several astrophysical results. Below we discuss them in details.
Assessing "well-understood" M-R features
A crucial test of any method is how well it reproduces features that are well established by multiple studies using different techniques. To this end, we emphasize that our relation is not just the average line, but also the predictive distribution around the line. We also note that our goal was not to reproduce prior mass-radius relations, as one of our motivations for applying a nonparametric method was to assess how well the features identified in more parametric models persist when the strong assumptions in those models are relaxed.
To start with, our nonparametric M-R relation reproduces the well-established result that more massive planets 10 2 M ⊕ are on average larger (see Figure 3 ). This result is not a surprise: more massive planets are expected to form earlier in the protoplanetary disk lifetime and thus should able to accrete more gas-rich material, which quickly increases the planets' radii. Indeed, all M-R relations in the literature (see §1.1) show that mass (or radius) is an increasing function of radius (or mass) in the sub-Jupiter regime. However, above about half the mass of Jupiter, degeneracy pressure begins to noticeably affect the radii of hydrogen-dominated bodies (Zapolsky & Salpeter 1969) , and the R-M relation should flatten out. Our nonparametric approach readily reproduces this result (see Figure 6 ).
The electron degeneracy pressure would manifest as a vertical line in the M-R relation of Figure 3 ; when taking the marginal of the joint mass-radius distribution to produce the f (m|r) (mass given radius) conditional distribution, vertical features like this are collapsed, with their extent represented as the probability distribution at that radius. Figure 7 displays these probability distributions, and shows that there is some probability of more massive planets at 10 and 15R ⊕ . In fact, the difference between f (m|r) and f (r|m) in the Jupiter regime is an argument for why a two-way M-R relation is necessary: there are some features that are easier to capture one way than the other.
Location of transition points
Identifying transitions in the exoplanet mass-radius relation is important for our physical understanding of the types of planets which exist, based on their compositions.
No sharp transitions are visible in Figure 3 . Nevertheless, there appears to be at least three segments to the M-R relation: 5R ⊕ , ∼ 5 to ∼ 11R ⊕ , and 11R ⊕ radii, which roughly corresponds to sub-Neptunes, subSaturns, and Jupiters. A comparison of Figure 3 , the M-R relation, to Figure 6 , the R-M relation, shows that there is uncertainty in the sub-Neptune to sub-Saturn transition point. This is because we relax the assumption that the distribution around the average relation is symmetric and constant within a segment, as is assumed by WRF16 and Chen & Kipping (2017) via both studies' use of a Gaussian distribution to characterize the intrinsic scatter term. With this restriction lifted, the average mass given radius is no longer the inverse of the average radius given mass, as the conditionals shown in these two plots are produced by marginalizing over a joint mass and radius distribution that is asymmetric. When the joint distribution is much wider in one dimension than it is in the other, as is the case around 4-7R ⊕ , then the conditionals can look quite different. A relatively large spread in radii for planets with 3-10M ⊕ falls adjacent to a small spread in radii for planets around 30M ⊕ ; this is what causes ambiguity in identifying a transition from Neptunes to Saturns.
Upon visual inspection, it is also clear that there are not currently enough mass measurements of extrasolar planets ≤ 2R ⊕ to justify a super-Earth transition point. This result is at odds with some previously published results on the M-R relation, for example Weiss & Marcy (2014) , Rogers (2015) , Chen & Kipping (2017) and Fulton et al. (2017) . In below, we shall discuss each of their works one by one. Weiss & Marcy (2014) fixed the transition point at 1.5R ⊕ based on visual inspection of the density vs. radius plane. When their dataset is plotted with the reported error bars, it becomes apparent that there is little empirical evidence for a transition at 1.5R ⊕ given the size of the density or mass error bars for the smallest planets. Indeed, one could draw a straight line through the mass and radius points and have it fit the data just as well as the chosen relation with the transition.
To our best knowledge, Rogers (2015) provided the strongest evidence of a transition in the M,R plane among all four of these studies. This paper parameterized the transition as the radius below which 100% of planets must be rocky (that is, their masses are greater than the minimum mass of a rocky planet at that size). This study tested both a step function for the fraction of planets that are rocky and a more gradual transition; given the size of the error bars, a step function was sufficient to describe this dataset. While useful in its physical interpretation, this parametrization does not guarantee that there is a visible kink or transition in the M-R relation. Indeed, no such kink is visible in their dataset, displayed in their Figure 1 . This is because the Rogers parameterization of the transition tests for the absence of planets in one region of M,R parameter space (that of very low-mass planets in the < 1.5R ⊕ radius regime); if their absence does not sufficiently alter the average M-R relation, then it will not produce a kink in the M-R plane. Considering the very large measurement uncertainties in this very small planet regime, it is indeed the case that the absence of these planets doesn't significantly shift the average M-R relation to produce a kink. Fulton et al. (2017) looked only at the marginal radius distribution. There is no guarantee that the bimodality they see in the radius distribution will produce a kink, or a transition, in the M-R plane. Indeed, the transition is likely gradual with a period dependence. Additional follow-up to measure masses for a larger sample of these small planets is needed before a claim of a Fulton-like gap or transition in the M-R plane is warranted.
The tension between the existence of a super-Earth transition in Chen & Kipping (2017) and our lack of one arises from the fact that we do not include the minor Solar System bodies in our dataset. It is not unreasonable to expect that the compositions of mainly refractory bodies in other planetary systems will be similar to those in ours. However, including this data without inflating the uncertainties to match those we obtain for extrasolar systems leads to misleadingly tight constraints for ∼ 1M ⊕ planets. Indeed, there is only one planet between 1 and 3M ⊕ in their dataset, so most of the information about the "Terran" transition point comes from extrapolating up from Solar System minor bodies and extrapolating down from Neptunes, rather from measurements at the transition point itself. We choose a less Solar System-constrained approach to characterize the distribution of compositions in the 1-3R ⊕ regime, choosing instead to develop a flexible method that can best let the extrasolar data speak for itself as more super-Earths are discovered and followed up by TESS.
Intrinsic dispersion
The intrinsic dispersion in mass given radius slightly increases from 1 to 5 R ⊕ (see Figure 4) , but varies much more in radius given mass (see the width of the gray region in Figure 6 . This indicates that planet compositions in the 3-10M ⊕ range exhibit more diversity than others, and that planets with 1-5R ⊕ fall into a relatively narrow range of masses. The large spread in radius over a narrow mass regime could have a number of physical interpretations: perhaps these super-Earths/subNeptunes fall at a transition point where scaled-up terrestrial planet formation co-exists with scaled-down gaseous planet formation. Perhaps planet evolution is particularly dramatic in this mass regime; photoevaporation has been shown to be important for such lowdensity low-mass planets (e.g. Lopez & Rice 2016; Owen & Wu 2017 ).
In either case, it would be useful to search for multiple populations in this region of the M-R diagram, to test if the bimodal marginal radius distribution unearthed by Fulton et al. (2017) and verified by Hsu et al. (2018) extends to the joint radius and mass space. While there is not currently evidence for a bimodal mass and radius distribution, our approach of calculating the M-R and R-M relations by first estimating the joint distribution is capable of finding and quantifying such bimodalities. Before the joint distribution can be interpreted as an astrophysical result, however, both selection effects discussed in §3.1 would need to be incorporated into the density estimation.
Predictive distributions
Given the current dataset, a lognormal distribution is a reasonable approximation for the conditional distribution of mass given radius, in most radius regimes (see Figure 5 ). On the other hand, there is significant skewness in the conditional distributions for log scaled radius given log scaled mass (see Figure 7 ). This result demonstrates that adopting the more flexible model was warranted, and that different mass regimes have different composition distributions. In particular, the superpuffy planets found by TTV analyses are visible as the skewed tail in the 10M ⊕ conditional distribution.
Implications for TESS
As seen in Figure 5 , mass predictions are the best constrained for planets at 3R ⊕ : the conditional distribution for mass at 3R ⊕ is the most robust to the bootstrapping scheme we used to measure the uncertainty in these distributions. As a result, RV follow-up of TESS will yield the most scientific return for 1-2R ⊕ planets and above ∼ 4R ⊕ where there are intrinsically fewer planets.
While few Kepler target stars were sufficiently bright to enable follow-up, a larger proportion of K2 planethosting stars are. One would hope that these brighter stars would enable more mass detections of smaller planets, yet we see in Figure 8 that there is significant bias in the K2 planets planetary masses, especially for the planets with ≤ 7R ⊕ radii. This serves as a word of warning for those who aim to perform mass-radius analyses with TESS data: to build robust M-R relations, all mass measurements, even upper limits, must be published and incorporated into the analysis (see Burt et al. (2018) for an in-depth study of this effect). In addition, the second type of selection effect described in §3 must be quantified and published as part of major radial velocity follow-up programs.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we provide a nonparametric approach, using the Bernstein polynomial model, to estimate the M-R relation. We applied this approach to analyze two datasets.
The first dataset is from WRF16, which we use to benchmark our results. First, we found that the M-R relations estimated using the parametric model and the nonparametric model are similar for < 5R ⊕ planets. However, the two relations differ for > 5R ⊕ , in that the prediction intervals of the M-R relation obtained from the nonparametric model are wider from a model that assumed a power-law M-R relation. We also found that the conditional distribution of mass given radius is not always normally distributed. Last, we found that the intrinsic scatter is not a constant function with radius, increasing weakly up to 5R ⊕ .
We applied the Bernstein polynomial model to study the joint exoplanet mass and radius distribution using all Kepler planets with measured masses. We found that there are at least three distinct M-R relations for planets with radii 5R ⊕ , 5R ⊕ < r < 11R ⊕ and > 11R ⊕ . We also studied the relationship between the intrinsic scatter and the radius. We also found that the intrinsic scatter is a weakly increasing function with radius up to ∼ 5R ⊕ and becomes nonlinear beyond that. Furthermore, we found that the conditional distribution of mass given radius is reasonably approximated by a lognormal distribution, which skews to the right in m, but is nearly symmetric in log m. Last, we studied the R-M relation and applied the estimated M-R relation to predict K2 planets. We found that the bias for K2 planet masses, especially for those with < 10R ⊕ , is large.
A major contribution of this study is that our method provides a tool to explore a wider range of fits by incorporating heteroscedastic measurement errors. Our method provides a new direction for studying the M-R relation when more mass and radius measurements are obtained with future missions like TESS and PLATO. To enable these future studies, we have placed the input datasets and the R code which we use to fit the weights, find the optimal number of degrees, and plot the figures in this paper, at the following website: https://github.com/Bo-Ning/Predictingexoplanet-mass-and-radius-relationship.
In the future, the model itself can be extended by adding incident flux as a third variable for a better understanding of the M-R relation (see Thorngren & Fortney (2017) and Sestovic, Demory & Queloz (2018) for examples of flux-dependent M-R analysis in the Jupiter regime). It is likely that a mass-radius-flux (M-R-F) relation would better describe planets in all mass regimes, given the importance of photoevaporation for low-mass planets. Given the rich and growing literature on the subject, this is an area where significant progress can be made, with the right tools. As we have demonstrated in this paper, a nonparametric approach provides such a tool: it can yield numerous astrophysical insights and model the data with minimal assumptions, making it a promising option for future mass-radius analyses. (Bernstein, 1912) . Readers interested in knowing more about the use and origins of BPs in various scientific fields will find the article by Farouki (2012) very comprehensive and informative. Here we present a brief overview of the main properties and motivations of choosing BPs over other basis functions, such as splines or kernel methods. Given a continuous function f (u) defined on the unit interval [0, 1], the BP of degree d corresponding to the function f is defined as
which constructively demonstrates that a continuous function on a closed interval can be uniformly approximated by a polynomial. Figure A1 provides plots of the basis function(s) with d = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20. The result extends to more than one dimension by taking the tensor product of the univariate BPs. In this article we have used suitable transformations to approximate a bivariate density function defined on the unit square [0, 1] 2 . In a statistical density estimation problem, we would not know the density function f and we thus work with θ k = f k d for k = 0, 1, . . . , d and estimate the parameter vector (θ 0 , θ 1 , . . . , θ d ) using likelihood and other standard statistical methods. The prime motivation for using BPs for estimating densities is that it not only enjoys many of the similar asymptotic properties as some of the other popular density estimation methods do (such as those based on kernels and B-splines), but it also has good asymptotic properties near boundaries. Its connection to a mixture of Beta densities is described in Tenbusch (1994) . Babu & Chaubey (2006) provides much of the asymptotic properties of the BPs in multi-dimensions and show that densities can be estimated based on dependent sequence of multivariate random variables. Moreover, it has been shown that BPs can also be used to make inference when the density or regression functions are subject to shape constraints (see Turnbull The Bernstein polynomials model requires specifying an upper bound and a lower bound for both mass and radius. Although in theory one could choose the upper bound and the lower bound to be any values, in practice setting the upper bounds and the lower bounds to different values will cause the results to be different from the results in Figure  1 and Figure 3 . In particular, when there are no data in a region, the Bernstein polynomials model will fit a smooth line toward the overall mean. This happens when the upper bound is chosen to be too large. To illustrate this, we offer Fig B2 as a comparison to Figure 1 .
In Figure B2 , we set the upper bound of masses to be 8R ⊕ , which is the same value used in WFR16's paper, instead of 6.7R ⊕ . One can immediately tell that the region between 6.7R ⊕ and 8R ⊕ has a downward trend. This is because the overall mean of the dataset's planet masses is smaller than the mass at 6.7R ⊕ , which is where the last observation lies. Because the model tends toward the overall mean when there is no data, a downward trend is produced. This trend might not provide a correct astrophysical interpretation of the M-R relation in this region, and so we strongly caution against extrapolating this nonparametric relation. That said, the prediction intervals are very wide in this region, which suggests that there is significant variability in the mean relation, which would be rectified with more observations.
B.2. On choosing the degrees d and d .
Choosing the degrees d and d is somewhat computationally expensive due to the cross-validation method's searching for the optimal d and d from a large number of potential values. To decrease the computation time, one can force d = d . We adopt this approach to choose d and then re-estimate the parameters in the model. Figure B2 and Figure  B3 Figure B2 . Plot of the M-R relation with its prediction intervals when R is chosen to be 8R⊕ instead of 6.7R⊕ (as in Figure  1 ). Comparing with Figure 1 , the two M-R relations are similar in the region where R ≤ 6R⊕, where a large amount of data is available. The current plot shows a downward trend for the M-R relation when R > 6R⊕ because where there is no data the model fits a line smoothly to the overall mean. The large prediction intervals show that this downward trend is highly uncertain. We note that in this plot,d =d = 35, which was selected based on the cross-validation method described in §2.2. too much. σ M = 20M Earth , σ R = 1R Earth Figure C4 . The performance of our nonparametric M-R relation as assessed with simulated data: only for the largest measurement uncertainties does the inferred M-R relation deviate from the truth. Each simulation consists of 100 datasets, and each of those contain 100 data points; all 10,000 simulated planets are plotted as small light blue points, with the larger dark blue points identifying those from one randomly chosen dataset, to show the typical planet-to-planet variation in any individual dataset. The different panels were generated with different measurement uncertainties; these are denoted above each panel in units of Earth mass and Earth radii. For each panel, the black dashed line is the "true" M-R relation that we use to generate the individual dataset (see text for details). The red lines illustrate the variability produced by fitting our model to each of the 100 different datasets: the solid red line denotes the mean of the most probable mass values (at each radius) across all 100 model fits (i.e. the mean of the 100 model fit means), and the dashed red lines denote the 16% and 84% confidence intervals of this most probable mass value (i.e. the standard error of the 100 model fit means).
C. A SIMULATION STUDY
To check how missing values and measurement errors could affect the estimation result, we conduct several simulation studies. We simulate data from a power-law relation and use the Bernstein polynomial model to estimate that function, as we are interested in comparing the M-R relations estimated under different settings.
In this simulation study, we define the "true" M-R relation as follows: r ∼ U(0, 8), which stands for the uniform distribution between 0R ⊕ and 8R ⊕ , and m ∼ N (1.6r
1.8 , 1), i.e. the extended M-R relation found by WRF16 but with a smaller intrinsic scatter. We then perform a series of simulations where we generate 100 datasets, each of which has 100 observations. What varies between the different simulations are the measurement errors: we choose the measurement errors on radii as 0.4, 1, 3 R ⊕ and on masses as 5, 20, 35 M ⊕ .
We fit each dataset to the model, choosing the degrees using the same 10-fold cross validation scheme that is described in §2.2. As the measurement uncertainty increases, the observed data smear out the underlying M-R Missing value Figure C5 . The performance of our nonparametric method when the radius measurements are not distributed uniformly over 0 < r < 8 R⊕: the M-R relation defaults to a flat line where there is missing data. The points and lines here show the same information as in Figure C4 .
relation. Information about the M-R relation is lost in this process, and so a less complex nonparametric model is required to fit the data. This is reflected in a lower degree being recommended by our cross-validation scheme: for the original simulated dataset with no measurement errors, d = 90, while d = 40, 7, 5 for the three datasets with consecutively larger measurement errors.
In the following figures, we plot the estimated M-R relation (red line) along with the true M-R relation (black line) and the 16% and 84% confidence intervals. We also plot all 100 simulated datasets in light blue in the background and highlight one dataset from them in dark blue.
To summarize our findings, the first subplot in Figure C4 suggests the nonparametric model did a good job estimating the M-R relation when the data is generated from the "true" model. When data have measurement errors, the quality of estimated M-R relation depends on the magnitude of measurement errors for a fixed sample size. The larger the measurement errors are, the worse the estimated M-R relations and the larger the confidence intervals. We also found that the true mean M-R relation is contained in the confidence intervals regardless of how large the measurement errors are.
We also run a simulation study for a dataset with missing observations in some regions (non-uniform sampling). Figure C5 presents the estimation result when the data between 4.5 R ⊕ and 5R ⊕ are removed. Comparing to the first subplot in Figure C4 , the M-R relation is different in the region where the data are missing. The model is trying to find the optimal polynomials to estimate the M-R relation. The polynomials may not necessarily to be linear, thus in the region with no data points, the M-R relation can be nonlinear. When there are missing values, Bernstein polynomials impute missing values by taking mean from the nearest region where data are presented. Thus the mean M-R relation is lower than the true relation on the left side of missing data region and higher than the true relation on the right side. While the mean M-R relation may depart from the true relation in the missing data region, the confidence intervals contains the true M-R relation, which does not rule out the possibility of obtaining the true relation. This gives us confidence in applying our model to real Kepler and K2 data that have non-uniform sampling.
